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Important in the consideration of my work 1s the concent of 
flatness—"Havlnn an even and horizontal surface, or nearly so, without 
marked prominence or depressions; level  and smooth, lylno at full  lenith, 
or spread out unon the nround; level with the around or earth,"    1s the 
way Webster defines "flat."   The Interest 1n flatness 1s derived from 
the personal moral  conclusion that three dimensional  snnce exlstlnn on a 
two dimensional  area 1s musionlstlc. 
After an extended study of "flatness" in paintinn rannlno 1n size 
from 3' x 4', I increased the paintinn sizes to 10' x 25' to eliminate the 
spatial consideration of the wall by creatlw the wall.    The increase in 
size and scale apneared to make me more aware of the wall.    The conclusion 
made was that the wall  itself was a spatial statement, exlstlnn quite 
arbitrarily in the traditional panoramic space.    Sky snace represents the 
same unendino, boundless void, that exists 1n the panoramic space. 
It was then concluded that nround space 1s different from the 
other two types of space.    The nround space 1s nhysically occupied and 
concrete. 
The concept of mountains and valleys does not Interest me, as I 
am dealinn only with the concept of flatness.    Sidewalks, as  a manifesta- 
tion of "qroundness," then appeared to be lonlcal  as the theme of nroup 
of studies.    Paintinn sidewalks on canvas 1n a realistic manner was of 
course eliminated as a process of recordlno flatness.    It was decided to 
do rubbinns of "selected" sidewalks, since rubblnns deal with the actual 
H/ebster's Seventh Mew Colleniate Dictionary, 1965, P.  317. 
objects man1fest1no themselves.    The aspect of originality can be justified 
in terms of sinnlno a landscape palntlno or a soup can print.    The 
originality of a rubbinn lies in the selection of the surface and 1n the 
choice and handlino of the media. 
The process of recordinn sidewalk surfaces went as follows: 
lame sheets of newsprint paper (72" x 52") were nnistened on both sides 
and placed over the area to be recorded.    India ink was diluted 1n water 
and applied to the paper 1n a noundlnn motion with a lame hard ball  of 
cotton cloth.      After the Ink had been evenly applied, a brush was used 
to push the paper down Into the crevices.    This contrasted the areas of 
flatness in the sidewalk.    After the drawlnos had dried, the excess ednes 
were torn off, not cut, to emphasize the nature of the naner.    The rubbings 
then were placed on the floor, without beln" mounted.    This eliminates 
somewhat the marble, object aspect of the pieces. 
In summary, I realize that absolute flatness in nalntlnn (drawinn) 
is practically impossible to achieve.    However, in relative terms, one can 
reduce ten-mile panoramic space to one-Inch snace and in those terms, one 
inch  is flat. 
